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You are an aspiring artist looking to take advantage of all the things people tell you drawing digitally will help you do. You buy Clip Studio Paint because Photoshop is too expensive, worth money every month, and has too much stuff in it. You open Clip Studio Paint, and you see it: You start to wonder if you shouldn't have splurge on
Photoshop, after all. Good news / Bad news Good news: You made the right choice in choosing CSP. It's made specifically to help comic artists, but features as well as general drawing, painting, image editing, and graphic design programs. For less than $50, it's a theft. The bad news: There is a learning curve. This can be tedious and
time-consuming. The guide that comes with CSP is almost 900 pages long, and most of them are useless. This is a list of bullet chisels of each button with cross-references to other buttons. Are nuggets to be found there, but do you really want to comb through the user's 888 page guide to find them? Does it look like an exciting narrative?
Good luck getting through this. You can search online, but the results will be all over the map, from the speed of picture reviews to tutorials. Even better, a lot of stuff is not in English. Since CSP is originally from Japan, you will find a lot of marketing materials and the user-created material will be in Japanese as well. It's not going to help
you, my English friend. After all this, the videos and tutorials you can find online will be of different ages. Many tutorials cover previous versions of the software. A lot has changed over the years. I remember using Manga Studio 4. Clip Studio Paint today is a big leap in many ways from this. Even if you find a tutorial that covers what you're
looking for, you may need to wade through 10 minutes or 30 minutes of video to find that golden nugget of wisdom. There has to be a better way. Enter LearnCSP.com LearnCSP.com is a new, independent website dedicated to answering your questions about Clip Studio Paint. Like you, I'm an amateur artist. CSP helped me improve my
skills, but it came with a lot of questions along the way. I've been keeping notes on many of them over the past year and want to share these answers with you here. To improve your art, you must continue to practice it. You need to try new things, experiment in different styles, maybe even perform exercises to drill techniques into your
muscle memory. But learning your tools is also important. LearnCSP.com will help you learn your tools. Clip Studio Paint gives you a lot of tools to work with, after all. I didn't find a good CSP-oriented website out there. Search for answers has always been about Google search and YouTube and Pinterest and DeviantArt. It's exhausting.
It's time one place to go to find answers that are quick, relevant, and clearly explained, so you can go back to creating your art, whether for comic book comics webcomics, or something else... Subscribe to learnCSP Bulletin Refusal of LearnCSP.com is an independent site not affiliated with or produced by the people behind the program
itself. Amazon links to the site are affiliate links. They won't cost you extra, but I'll get a small cut of these purchases to help keep this site going. Once launched, the CLIP STUDIO START screen will be displayed. You can check the information about apps and services here. When you start, choose if you download additional content from
the cloud. (The download may take some time, depending on the status of the connection, etc.) Please download them at the appropriate time, following the instructions. Depending on your OS or version, the layout and features may differ. Please update the latest version. Side menu (1) The application launcher launches the software.
The iOS version will show Return to PAINT, close the CLIP STUDIO dialogue after selection. (2) Managing works Check and manage saved works, as well as synchronization with the cloud. Displays a contextual menu to manage and manage work with the zgt;) work button. For more information about the cloud, please read the User's
Guide to the Cloud. On Windows and macOS versions, if you hit the work twice, the Work Management screen will show up. This can be used to use the same operations as the context menu. You can also check the exported data (Kindle format, EPUB data, fanzin data). Manage the materials,Windows/macOS version only check and
manage available materials. The information displayed is related to the application's Material Palette. You can also manage directories of materials. For information about material catalogs, contact the Guide to Creating a Material Directory as well. When you edit content, you may see the following message: The material database is in
use right now, so this command can't be executed. Please wait a while and try again. This is displayed when you edit content while the material is updated. To solve this problem, try editing at a later time, or close all the running CLIP STUDIO software and try again. (ERCOAL) I DON'T Button Getting the latest information The latest
information about the displayed material (material catalog) will be obtained from CLIP STUDIO ASSETS. The icon will appear if you have an update. (3) Essential TutorialsOfficial Tutorials and Celsys tutorials to help you start creating your own comics and drawings, as well as discover the techniques of professional artists. CLIP STUDIO
ASSETS Find brushes and more Boot materials with CLIP STUDIO ASSETS. With the Windows/macOS version, you can publish content. CLIP STUDIO ASK FOR CommunityConsult with other creators at CLIP STUDIO ASK, Community OF VA. CLIP STUDIO TIPS Learn and learn how to use software, or teach and learn useful tips and
tricks at CLIP STUDIO TIPS. CLIP STUDIO SHARE Showcase your work With a clip of the studio SHARE, SHARE, can publish your comics and illustration albums online to the viewer for easy reading. (4) Export/Publish version of Windows/macOS only in this section links to services and features for printing and publishing your work.
The menu bar (1) THE CLIP STUDIO button displays the start screen. (2) Log in (User name display button when logging in) Displays menus associated with INFORMATION about the CLIP STUDIO account. (3) The cloud bar shows the cloud capacity used. If you click on this, the Cloud menu will show up. You can use this menu to back
up your use or restore app settings. For more information about the cloud, please read the User Guide to the Cloud. (4) Communication (left and right arrow) shows the state of any data transfer (download/download) performed. (5) Ads (bell icon) Displays notification menu for news, notifications, etc. (6) Settings (Gear icon) Displays
settings menu. The menu varies depending on the OS. Windows/macOS version Materials Location Location Change local save folder (directory path) that stores material data. Download more stuff right now. Some additional materials will only be downloaded as data is displayed. This will allow you to download all data that hasn't been
downloaded yet. Download additional material when you start. Once THE CLIP STUDIO is launched, the program will search for and download any additional content in the cloud. You can change the background image of the start screen to change the background image of the work history that shows on the start screen when the
program starts. The Service Menu Restores Settings, Restores Damaged Data, etc. Typically, please perform only when instructions are given through support or guidance, etc. Organize work If the work data stored in the Work Management is zgt; This device becomes damaged, you can try to repair or restore it. If successful, this device
will appear as normal. If you fail, an error message pops up. Organize work labels If the label stored in the Works Management is a zgt; This device becomes damaged, you can try to restore or restore it. The Organization of Materials Restoration and Materials Repair in case of damage to material information, etc., displayed in the
Materials Management menu. If successful, the Materials Management menu will be displayed as normal; if it fails, the error message will appear. Organize the recovery of material folders and repair folders displayed in the Materials Management menu when they are damaged. Reset additional materials Reset/recovery materials that
were installed with the installer then removed or additional materials that were out of the cloud. Clear Display Options Confirmation Dialogue If performed when selecting the Don't Show option again, these settings will be undone and turned off. Do not send an anonymous log of use CLIP STUDIO can purchase use logs for research
(information (information can identify a person never included). When this is set up on, usage logs will not be sent. Adjust the size of the display if the screen display is too large, if the text or images are too large and can't fit on the screen, check the box. Install Kindle preview tool... You can change the way you catalogue for the Kindle
preview tool installed. iOS (iPad Version) Download more material right now. Some additional materials will only be downloaded as data is displayed. This will allow you to download all data that hasn't been downloaded yet. Download additional material when you start. Once THE CLIP STUDIO is launched, the program will search for and
download any additional content in the cloud. The Service Menu Restores Settings, Restores Damaged Data, etc. Usually please perform only when instructions are given through support or guidance etc. If successful, the material will appear normally; if this fails, the error message will appear. Organize the material recovery and repair
folders displayed in paint material palette when they are damaged. Reset additional reset/recovery materials that have been removed from the CLIP STUDIO PAINT Materials palette or additional materials that have been downloaded from the cloud. Organize the repair of work and the restoration of work information data, etc., displayed in
the menu CLIP STUDIO Work management if it is damaged. If you're successful, the Work Management menu is displayed as normal; if you can't, you'll see an error message. Organize the restoration of work labels and repair labels when displaying material information, etc. in the CLIP STUDIO menu, managing the work when it is
damaged. Clear Display Options Confirmation Dialogue If performed when selecting the Don't Show option again, these settings will be undone and turned off. Google Analytics CLIP STUDIO settings can purchase use logs for research (information that can identify a person is never included). When this is set up on, usage logs will not be
sent. Please refer to the above for more information. (7) Help (? Icon) Displays help information. Information. clip studio paint pro manual pdf
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